GARDEN GOODS

3-ring planter
This space-saving pot holder becomes living art when it’s mounted on a wall. The steel rings are welded together and cradle standard 4¼-inch nursery pots. (Pots not included.)
$25; poketo.com

IN THE ZONE

Think you know which Zone you garden in? Go to BHG.com/zonemap to check again. Updated for the first time since 1990, the USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map shows many boundary shifts, thanks to more sophisticated weather data.

RELIABLE PLANTS
Made for shade
Tough-as-steel ‘Old Ironside’ astilbes, left, are named for the early U.S. warship. $69 for 12 plants—three each of white, light pink, dark pink, and red; item MM082433; 800/430-2852; BHGardenstore.com

GOOD BOOK

Just a snip away
The “buy local” mantra blooms in The 50 Mile Bouquet: Seasonal, Local, and Sustainable Flowers by Debra Prinzing (St. Lynn’s Press, $18; amazon.com).